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Abstract
Given an undirected graph G with vertices 1, . . . , n consider the cone PG of the (n, n) real positive
definite matrices y = (yij ) such that yij = 0 if {i, j} is not an edge. The present paper computes the dual of
PG and the extremal rays of the closure PG when G is a decomposable graph and when G is the four cycle
graph.
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1. Introduction
In the present paper, a graph G is a pair (V ,E) where V = {1, 2, . . . , n} and the set E of edges
is a family of subsets of V of size 2. Let S+ be the cone of n × n positive definite real symmetric
matrices. For a given graph G, we consider the cone
PG = {y ∈ S+|yij = yji = 0 whenever i /= j, {i, j} /∈ E},
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and its dual. A graphical Gaussian model (also called a covariance selection model) associated
to G is the set of centered non-singular Gaussian distributions N(0,) on Rn such that −1 is in
PG. That means that for (X1, . . . , Xn) ∼ N(0,) in the model, then for all {i, j} /∈ E the random
variablesXi andXj are conditionally independent knowing (Xs)s /=i,j . Graphical Gaussian models
are widely used in statistics for the analysis of large complex multivariate data and therefore a
knowledge of the cones PG and their dual is most useful. Outside of statistics, the cones PG have
already been considered in several papers, most notably in [1–4].
An extremal ray of a closed convex cone C is a half line D = {λx; λ  0} ⊂ C with x /= 0
such that x′ and x′′ in C\{0} and x′ + x′′ ∈ D implies that x′ and x′′ are in D. Recall that a graph
G is said to be decomposable if it is connected and if it does not contain any cycle of length greater
than or equal to 4 as an induced subgraph. Other names in the literature are triangulated graphs,
chordal graphs and rigid circuit graphs.
In this paper, we will study the extremal rays of the cone PG and of its dual of in two cases.
Section 3 studies the decomposable case and explains the maximization of any linear form on
an compact affine section of PG. Sections 4 and 5 study the simplest non-decomposable case,
namely the graph
We set our notation in the next section.
2. Preliminaries
Let G = (V ,E) be an graph as defined above. It will be convenient to introduce the set E ⊂
V × V of (i, j) such that either i = j or {i, j} is in E. Of course the correspondence E → E
is bijective. We denote by ZSG the linear space of symmetric matrices y of order n such that
yij = 0 if (i, j) /∈ E. We denote by ISG the space of functions (i, j) → xij from E to R such
that xij = xji . The elements of ISG are called incomplete symmetric matrices governed by G.
Although ISG is obviously isomorphic with ZSG it is useful to make a distinction between ZSG
and ISG. This pair of spaces will be considered as dual spaces in the sequel. In particular for
(x, y) ∈ ISG × ZSG we shall denote the canonical bilinear form on ISG × ZSG by
tr(xy) =
∑
(i,j)∈E
xij yij .
Here tr is for trace. Although the product xy in the previous formula does not make sense, it is
a convenient abuse of notation. If s is a real symmetric matrix of order n we denote by π(s) the
projection of s onto ISG, namely the incomplete matrix which coincides with s on E.
We have already defined PG as the convex cone of y ∈ ZSG which are positive definite. Recall
that a subset S ⊂ V is a clique, or is said to be complete, if {i, j} ∈ E for all i /= j in S. Thus a
maximal clique C for the graph G is a maximal complete subset of V. The cone QG is the convex
cone of incomplete symmetric matrices x ∈ ISG i.e. x = (xij )(i,j)∈E such that for all maximal
cliques C of V the submatrix xC = (xij )(i,j)∈C2 is positive definite. Finally we consider the convex
cone RG of ISG defined by RG = π(S+). Trivially we have RG ⊂ QS . For cyclic graphs RG is
characterized in [1,4] (see (4.4)). This characterization of RG is extended to more general graphs
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in the long memoir by Barrett et al. [2, Theorem 3]. A characterization of RG for an arbitrary
graph is unknown.
Let us quote the following important result, due to Gro˝ne et al. [3]:
Theorem 2.1. Let G = (V ,E) be an connected graph with V = {1, . . . , n} and let x ∈ RG.
Then there exists a unique  ∈ S+ is such that π() = x and −1 ∈ PG. Furthermore, G is
decomposable if and only if RG = QG.
Although we do not need it, it worth mentioning here that Lauritzen [5] and Massam and
Neher [6] have found an explicit formula for the above  ∈ S+ in the decomposable case for
any x ∈ RG = QG. To state it, we denote by C the set of maximal cliques of G, by S the set
of minimal separators of G and by ν(S) the multiplicity of S ∈S. (We send back to [5] for the
definitions of minimal separators and multiplicities). Finally, if T ⊂ V and if a : (i, j) → a(i, j)
is a map from T × T to R with a(i, j) = a(j, i) the element (a(i, j))1i,jn = [a]0 ∈ S is the
symmetric (n, n) matrix defined by a(i, j) = 0 if either i or j is not in T. The formula for  in the
decomposable case is
−1 =
∑
C∈C
[x−1C ]0 −
∑
S∈S
ν(S)[x−1S ]0 (2.1)
and is not known for the non-decomposable case.
Let us now recall some definitions and properties for convex cones and their dual in a finite
dimensional real linear space E with dual E∗. Pages 1–4 of [7] is a convenient reference. We
denote by (x, y) → 〈x, y〉 the canonical bilinear form on E∗ × E. If C ⊂ E is a closed convex
cone, its dual is
C = {x ∈ E∗; 〈x, y〉  0 ∀y ∈ C}.
This is a closed convex cone of E∗. If C ⊂ E is an open convex cone, we denote its closure by
C. The dual of C is
C∗ = {x ∈ E∗; 〈x, y〉 > 0 ∀y ∈ C\{0}}.
This is an open convex cone of E∗. If C is open and proper (namely if C ∩ (−C) = {0}) then C∗ is
not empty, satisfies (C∗)∗ = C and the two duals C∗ and C are such that C∗ is the interior of C.
Thus the knowledge of C∗ gives the knowledge of C. Since all the closed convex cones that we
consider in this paper have a proper non-empty interior, we rather study the duals of the various
open cones occurring in the study of positive definite matrices with prescribed zeros instead of
the duals of their closure. For convenience, we gather in the next proposition some simple facts.
Proposition 2.1. Let G = (V ,E) be an connected graph with V = {1, . . . , n}. Then
1. The set PG is an open convex proper cone of ZSG, the sets QG and RG are open convex proper
cones of ISG.
2. The cone S+ is the set of semi positive definite symmetric (n, n) matrices, PG is S+ ∩ ZSG,
RG is π(S+) and QG is the set of x ∈ ISG such that xC is semi positive definite for all maximal
cliques C of G.
3. RG ⊂ P ∗G ⊂ QG. In particular P ∗G = QG if G is decomposable.
Proof. (1) The convexity of the three cones is obvious. Since by a classical result S+ is open, then
PG = S+ ∩ ZSG is open in ZSG. The fact that PG is proper is clear. If C is a maximal clique,
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denote by QC the set of x ∈ ISG such that xC is positive definite. Thus QC is open in ISG as the
product of the open set of positive definite matrices in the linear space SC of symmetric matrices
on C × C by the linear subspace of ISG orthogonal to SC for the canonical scalar product. Thus
QG = ∩C∈CQC is open since the family C of maximal cliques of G is finite. To see that QG is
proper, suppose that x and −x are in QG. This implies that xC is 0 for each maximal clique C.
Since any edge {i, j} ∈ E or any vertex i belongs to at least a maximal clique this implies xij = 0
or xii = 0 and thus x = 0. Finally, RG = π(S+) is open since a projection in a linear space is
open, and RG is proper as a subcone of the proper cone QG.
(2) is standard.
(3) To see that RG ⊂ P ∗G we choose x = π(s) ∈ RG with s ∈ S+. Thus for any y ∈ PG\{0}
we have tr(xy) = tr(sy). Now tr(sy) = tr(s1/2ys1/2). Since s1/2ys1/2 is not zero and since
s1/2ys1/2 is in S+ its trace is positive and RG ⊂ P ∗G is proved.
We show that P ∗G ⊂ QG. Let x ∈ ISG such that for all y ∈ PG\{0} we have tr(xy) > 0. If C
is a maximal clique of G let RC be the set of vectors v = (v1, . . . , vn)T ∈ Rn such that vi /= 0
implies i ∈ C. Thus for all v ∈ RC\{0} the matrix y = vvT is in PG\{0} and we have
0 < tr(xvvT) = tr(xCvvT) = vTxCv.
Thus xC is positive definite and this implies that x ∈ QG and P ∗G ⊂ QG. Finally, if G is decom-
posable RG = QG by Theorem 2.1 and thus P ∗G = RG = QG. 
Remark. Our interest for the dual of PG in the decomposable case comes from the Wishart
distributions on PG and the domain of definition of their Laplace transforms. Our quest of extreme
rays of PG and QG aimed to a proof of P ∗G = QG (unpublished). However Andersson (private
communication) showed us a shorter proof based on (2.1) which is given in Letac, G. and Massam,
H. ‘Wishart distributions for decomposable graphs’ (submitted). The proof given here in the above
proposition relies essentially on Theorem 2.1.
3. The case when G is decomposable
In this section, we will characterize the extremal rays of PG and P ∗G when G is decomposable.
Recall that QG = P ∗G in that case.
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a decomposable graph. If y ∈ PG then the following are equivalent:
1. y generates an extremal ray of PG.
2. y has rank one.
3. There exists a complete set S ⊂ V and a non-zero column vector b = (b1, . . . , bn)T such that
y = bbT with bi = 0 if and only if i /∈ S.
Moreover any element of PG is the sum of r  n elements belonging to extremal rays.
Proof. The proof of 3 ⇒ 2 is obvious. Let us now prove 2 ⇒ 3. If y has rank one there exists
a non-zero b = (b1, . . . , bn)T such that y = bbT. The set S = {i; bi /= 0} is complete: indeed, if
it was not there would exist (i, j) /∈ E such that bibj /= 0 and yij = 0 where yij = bibj , which
is clearly a contradiction.
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Let us now prove 2 ⇒ 1. We want to show that if y = bbT with b /= 0 then D = {λy; λ  0}
is an extremal ray. If bbT = y′ + y′′ with y′ and y′′ in PG then for all a = (a1, . . . , an) such that
aTb = a1b1 + · · · + anbn = 0 we have 0 = (aTb)2 = aTbbTa = aTy′a + aTy′′a, which implies
aTy′a = aTy′′a = 0 since both y′ and y′′ are non-negative. Since this is true for any a orthogonal
to b in the natural Euclidean structure of Rn this implies that y′ and y′′ are proportional to bbT
and are therefore in D.
We will now prove the last part of the proposition and 1 ⇒ 2 will follow immediately. Using
the fact that G is decomposable, we will show, by induction on n, that any y in PG can be written
as a sum of at most n linearly independent elements yi ∈ PG of rank one, that is, extremal rays
from what we have proved above. The result is obvious for n = 1. Let us assume that it is true
for n − 1. Since G is decomposable, we can also assume that the numbering {1, 2, . . . , n} of
the vertices is perfect (Recall that a numbering (1, . . . , n) of the vertices of a graph G is said
to be perfect if for all j = 2, . . . , n the set of i < j such that (i, j) ∈ E is complete. There
exists a perfect numbering of the vertices of a connected graph if and only if it is decomposable:
see [5, p. 18]). Let k = max{j ; yjj /= 0}. If k < n, we simply apply the induction hypothesis
to y. If k = n, following the decomposition {1, . . . , n − 1}, {n} of V, we write y by blocks as
follows
y=
(
a b
bT ynn
)
=
(
In−1 by−1nn
0 1
)(
a − by−1nn bT 0
0 ynn
)(
In b
y−1nn bT 1
)
=
(
a − by−1nn bT 0
0 0
)
+
(
In−1 by−1nn
0 1
)(
0 0
0 ynn
)(
In b
y−1nn bT 1
)
=
(
a − by−1nn bT 0
0 0
)
+
(
by
−1/2
nn
y
−1/2
nn
)(
y
−1/2
nn b
T y
−1/2
nn
)
=
(
a − by−1nn bT 0
0 0
)
+ b0bT0 , (3.1)
where bT0 =
(
y
−1/2
nn b
T y
−1/2
nn
)
. Clearly b0bT0 is an extremal ray of PG. To apply our induction
hypothesis, we need only show that
(
a − by−1nn bT 0
0 0
)
belongs to PG. Since a ∈ PG{1,...,n−1} ,
we need only show that (bbT)ij = 0 if (i, j) is not in E. But this is clear since, having a
perfect ordering of the vertices, the set {j |(j, n) ∈ E} is complete. Clearly the two matrices
in (3.1) are in PG and are linearly independent. By our induction argument, we have thus
proved that any element of PG is the sum of r  n elements belonging to extremal rays. It
follows that if y belongs to an extremal ray it cannot be written as the sum of two linearly
independent elements of PG thus it must be of rank one. This proves 1 ⇒ 2 and Theorem
3.1. 
We will now describe the extremal rays of QG.
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a decomposable graph. If x ∈ QG then the following are equivalent:
1. x generates an extremal ray of QG.
2. x can be completed to be a positive semidefinite matrix of rank one.
3. For any maximal clique C, xC is of rank one.
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Moreover any x ∈ QG can be written as the sum of at most n elements belonging to the extremal
rays of QG.
Proof. The proof of 2 ⇒ 3 is clear since if x = (xij ) is the projection onto ISG of a matrix of
rank 1, then xC is also certainly of rank 1 for any clique C. Let us now prove 3 ⇒ 2. We are going
to prove by induction on k, the number of maximal cliques of G, that if x ∈ QG is such that for
any clique C, xC is of rank 1, then there exists a semi positive definite matrix x˜ of rank 1 such that
x = π(x˜). For k = 1, the result is trivial. Let us assume it is true for k − 1 and let (C1, . . . , Ck)
be a perfect ordering of the maximal cliques (Recall that (C1, . . . , Ck) is a perfect ordering of
the maximal cliques if for all j = 2, . . . , k the set Sj = (C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Cj−1) ∩ Cj is a minimal
separator such that there exists i < j with Sj ⊂ Ci : see [5, Section 2.1.3] for the existence and
the properties of such an ordering). For convenience, we writeM = C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ck−1,K = Ck and
S = M ∩ K . By the induction assumption, xM is the projection on ISGM of a matrix (aiaj )i,j∈M .
Moreover, we also have that xK = (bibj )i,j∈K . Therefore for i, j ∈ S, we have aiaj = bibj . In
particular, for i, j ∈ S, we have a2i = b2i and therefore there exists i = ±1 such that bi = iai .
Since this is true for all i, j ∈ S, i = S is constant for i ∈ S. Then for j ∈ K\S define aj = Sbj
so that aiaj = bibj for all i, j ∈ K , and let a = (ai, i ∈ M ∪ K). It is clear that x is the projection
on ISG of the matrix aTa of rank 1, and 2 is proved by induction.
Let us now prove 3 ⇒ 1. Assume x ∈ QG can be written as x = x′ + x′′ with x′ and x′′
in QG. Since, by assumption, xC is of rank 1 for all C and x′C and x′′C are both also positive
semidefinite, this implies that there exist λ′C and λ′′C such that x′C = λ′CxC and x′′C = λ′′CxC. Using
a perfect ordering of the maximal cliques, or simply the fact that G is connected, we see that the
λCk have to coincide on Sk = (C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ck−1) ∩ Ck and are therefore constant. It follows that
x′ = λ′x, x′′ = λ′′x and x generates an extremal ray of QG.
Let us now show 1 ⇒ 3. Since G is decomposable, by Theorem 2.1 we have RG = QG and
thereforeRG = QG. Thus for x ∈ QG there exists a matrix ∈ S+ such that x = π(). If is not
of rank 1, then it can be written as the sum = M1 + · · · + Mq, 2  q  n where Mi are positive
semidefinite matrices of rank 1. Let xj = π(Mj ). We have x = x1 + · · · + xq where xj /= 0 since
Mj has at least one diagonal element which is not equal to 0. Therefore x = x1 + · · · + xq is not
an extremal ray of QG. 
The following applications of these theorems are routine convex analysis and linear algebra.
However, working out the details and an example can be helpful.
Proposition 3.1. Let G = (V ,E) be a decomposable graph with V = {1, . . . , n}. Denote by C
the family of the maximal cliques. Let x ∈ QG and consider the compact non-void convex subset
of ZSG defined by
Kx = {y ∈ PG; tr(xy) = 1}.
Finally let z ∈ ISG and for each C ∈ C denote by λC the largest eigenvalue of x−1/2C zCx−1/2C
and by vC ∈ RC a corresponding column eigenvector such that vTCvC = 1. Then the maximum of
y → tr(zy) on Kx is
max
C∈C λC = λC0
and is reached on bbT, where b = (b1, . . . , bn)T is such that bi = 0 if i /∈ C0 and where the
restriction bC0 to C0 is x
−1/2
C0
vC0 .
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Proof. It is classical that Kx is compact non-void, being the sole of a proper closed convex cone
of Rn. Recall the standard proof: Since x is in QG = P ∗G then tr(xy) is > 0 for all y ∈ PG\{0}
and this implies that Kx is not empty. Suppose that Kx is not bounded. Choose a norm on ZSG
and consider an sequence (yn) in Kx such that limn‖yn‖ = ∞. By compactness of the unit ball
there exists a sequence (nk) and y0 ∈ PG with norm one such that limkynk /‖ynk‖ = y0. But
tr(xy0) = limk‖ynk‖−1tr(xynk ) = limk‖ynk‖−1 = 0 contradicts x ∈ P ∗G. Thus Kx is bounded.
Since it is trivially closed,Kx is compact, and the maximum of the continuous function y → tr(zy)
on Kx does exist. Since it is a linear form, the maximum is reached on an extreme point of Kx. It
is standard to check that the set of extreme points of Kx is the intersection with the set of extremal
rays of PG with the affine manifold {y ∈ ZSG; tr(xy) = 1}. The values taken by tr(zy) on these
extreme points have the form tr(zbbT) where b is a column vector which is zero outside of some
maximal clique C and such that tr(xbbT) = 1. Denoting by bC the restriction of b to C then
1 = tr(xbbT) = bTCxCbC . For fixed C ∈ C let λC be the largest eigenvalue of x−1/2C zCx−1/2C and
vC an eigenvector such that vTCvC = 1. Thus if bC = x−1/2C vC we have 1 = bTCxCbC and λC =
bTCzCbC  wTCzCwC for any w ∈ RC such that 1 = wTCxCwC . From this the result follows. 
Example 1. Consider the graph 1 • −2 • −3• whose maximal cliques are C1 = {1, 2} and C2 =
{2, 3}. Thus the elements of ZSG are
y =

y1 a 0a y2 b
0 b y3

 .
Suppose that one considers the set of semi positive definite y ∈ ZSG such that 5y1 + 2y2 +
10y3 + 6a − 8b = 1. This is the set Kx with
x =

5 33 2 −4
−4 10

 .
This x belongs to QG since
xC1 =
[
5 3
3 2
]
=
[
2 1
1 1
]2
, xC2 =
[
2 −4
−4 10
]
=
[
1 −1
−1 3
]2
are positive definite. Suppose that we want now to maximize on Kx the linear form on ZSG
defined by y → y1 − 2y2 − 4y3 + 2a + 2b = tr(zy) with
z =

1 11 −2 1
1 −4


If we are interested only in the value λC0 of the maximum, it is not necessary to compute
x
−1/2
Ci
zCi x
−1/2
Ci
for i = 1, 2 but only their eigenvalues which are the same as the eigenvalues
of zCi x
−1
Ci
. More explicitly,
zC1x
−1
C1
=
[
1 1
1 −2
] [
2 −3
−3 5
]
=
[−1 2
8 −13
]
has eigenvalues −7 ± 2√13. Since clearly −zC2 is positive definite, we have λC2 < 0 and C0 =
C1 with the maximum
λC0 = −7 + 2
√
13 = 0.21 . . .
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If we are interested also in the y ∈ PG where the maximum is reached, we have to compute
x
−1/2
C1
zC1x
−1/2
C1
=
[−3 6
6 −11
]
and the eigenvector vC1 = (α, β)T for the eigenvalue −7 + 2
√
13 such that α2 + β2 = 1. The
computation gives
α2 = 1
2
+ 1√
13
, β2 = 1
2
− 1√
13
, αβ = 3
2
√
13
.
This leads to bC1 = (α − β,−α + 2β)T. Finally the maximizing y is
y=

 (α − β)2 (α − β)(−α + 2β) 0(α − β)(−α + 2β) (−α + 2β)2 0
0 0 0


=


1 − 3√
13
− 32 + 112√13 0
− 32 + 112√13
5
2 − 9√13 0
0 0 0

 .
The next proposition and its proof are similar and somewhat simpler:
Proposition 3.2. Let G = (V ,E) be a connected decomposable graph with V = {1, . . . , n}. Let
y ∈ PG. Consider the subset of ISG defined by
Ky = {x ∈ QG; tr(xy) = 1}
and let z ∈ ZSG. Then Ky is a non-void compact convex set and the maximum of x → tr(xz)
on Ky is equal to the largest eigenvalue λ of y−1/2zy−1/2 and is reached on x = π(bbT) where
b = y−1/2v and v is an eigenvector of y−1/2zy−1/2 for λ such that vTv = 1.
4. Extremal rays of PG when G is the four-cycle
The four cycle G = (V ,E) with V = {1, 2, 3, 4} and E = {{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {3, 4}, {1, 4}} is the
smallest non-decomposable graph. We will now describe the extremal rays of PG. Elements of
PG and QG can be written respectively as

x1 a 0 d
a x2 b 0
0 b x3 c
d 0 c x4

 and


x1 a d
a x2 b
b x3 c
d c x4

 , (4.1)
which means that we put weights a, b, c, d on edges and weights x1, x2, x3, x4 on vertices:
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Denote by ZS1G and IS
1
G the affine subspaces of ZSG and ISG made with matrices with diago-
nal (1, . . . , 1) and define P 1G = ZS1G ∩ PG and R1G = IS1G ∩ RG. Given α, β, γ, δ  0 and  =
(a, . . . , d) where the ’s are ±1, we can parameterize the elements of P 1G and R1G respectively
as follows:
y = y(;α, β, γ, δ) =


1 a
√
α 0 d
√
δ
a
√
α 1 b
√
β 0
0 b
√
β 1 c
√
γ
d
√
δ 0 c
√
γ 1

 , (4.2)
x = x(;α, β, γ, δ) =


1 a
√
α d
√
δ
a
√
α 1 b
√
β
b
√
β 1 c
√
γ
d
√
δ c
√
γ 1

 , (4.3)
where the set of acceptable (;α, β, γ, δ) has to be found in the two cases. This is known for R1G
(see (5.1)). For P 1G it can be described by the next theorem which gives the extremal rays of PG. It
worths mentioning that more generally when G is a n cycle, then Fielder [4] and Barrett et al. [1]
have proved results which are equivalent to the following: if x in IS1G is such that xij = sin αe with
|αe|  π/2 for each edge e = {i, j} ∈ E then x ∈ R1G if and only if for each  ∈ {−1, 1}E one has∣∣∣∣∣
∑
e∈E
eαe
∣∣∣∣∣  π2 (4.4)
that is if and only if α = (αe)e∈E belongs to a certain polyhedron of the Euclidean space RE.
Theorem 4.1. When G is the four cycle, the extremal rays of PG are the rays generated by the
matrices of rank 1 in PG and the rays generated by the matrices of the form y(;α, α′, α, α′)
with 0 < α < 1, α′ = 1 − α and abcd = −1 where  is any diagonal matrix with positive
elements on the diagonal.
One can note that the union of extreme rays is not closed since limα→1y(;α, α′, α, α′) =
y(; 1, 0, 1, 0) is the sum of two matrices of rank one of PG. Since the proof is long, we will
divide it into several steps. In Step 1, we prove that the matrices of rank 1 generate extremal rays. In
Step 2, we show that all matrices of the form y(;α, α′, α, α′)with 0 < α < 1 and abcd = −1
generate extremal rays. In Step 3, we show that no matrix y = y(;α, β, γ, δ) of rank 3 or 4 can
possibly generate an extremal ray. Finally in Step 4, going through all the possible ranks of y, we
show that the only extremal rays of PG are those given above.
Proof. Step 1: The reader is referred to the proof of 2 ⇒ 1 in Theorem 3.1 for the proof of the fact
that matrices of rank 1 generate extremal rays and that all y ∈ PG is the sum of at most n matrices
of rank 1. The matrices of rank 1 and dimension 4 × 4 are therefore of the type A,B,C,D with
A =


a1 a12 0 0
a12 a2 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 , . . . , D =


d1 0 0 d41
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
d41 0 0 d4


and a1a2 = a212, . . . , d4d1 = d241.
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Step 2: Let us now show that yα = y(, α, α′, α, α′) where  = (1, 1, 1,−1) and α′ = 1 − α
generates an extremal ray. We use the notation
Aα =
(
1
√
α√
α 1
)
, Bα =
(
0 −√α′√
α′ 0
)
so that yα =
(
Aα Bα
BTα Aα
)
. It is important to note that BαA−1α Bα = Aα which implies that if we let
U =
(
I2 A−1α Bα
0 I2
)
, we have yα = UT
(
Aα 0
0 0U
)
.
Let us assume now that yα = y + y′ with y and y′ in PG. To show that yα is on extremal ray, we
have to show that y and y′ are proportional to yα . To do so, we also use a block notation for y and y′:
y =
[
A B
BT C
]
, y′ =
[
A′ B ′
(B ′)T C′
]
where
A =
(
x1 a
√
α
a
√
α x2
)
, B =
(
0 −d√α′
b
√
α′ 0
)
, C =
(
x3 c
√
α
c
√
α x4
)
,
and an parallel notation for y′. We then pre- and post-multiply yα = y + y′ by U−1 and (U−1)T
respectively. We then obtain(
Aα 0
0 0
)
=(U−1)T
(
A B
BT C
)
U−1 + (U−1)T
(
A′ B ′
(B ′)T C′
)
U−1
=
(
A B1
BT1 C1
)
+
(
A′ B ′1
(B1)′T C′1
)
(4.5)
with B1 = B − AA−1α Bα and C1 = C − BTA−1α Bα − BTαA−1α B + BTαA−1α AA−1α Bα and simi-
larly for B ′1 and C′1. Since the matrices in (4.5) are positive semidefinite, this implies first that
C1 = C′1 = 0 and then that B1 = B ′1 = 0. Straightforward computations show that these four
equalities imply that y = ayα and y′ = a′yα where 0  a = 1 − a′  1, which shows that yα
generates an extremal ray. We can now easily deduce that any y(;α, β, γ, δ) with abcd = −1
also generates an extremal ray. Indeed, let D = diag(η1, η2, η3, η4) with ηj = ±1. The mapping
y → DyD is an automorphism of the cone PG, which implies that if y is extremal, then DyD
is also extremal. Since (η1η2η3η4)2 = 1 and by assumption, abcd = −1, there exists D such
that y(;α, α′, α, α′) = DyαD and therefore y(;α, α′, α, α′) is extremal.
Step 3: We are now going to show that a matrix y = y(;α, β, γ, δ) of rank 3, in P 1G, cannot
generate an extremal ray. In this case, it is more convenient to adopt the notation a = a√α, b = b
√
β
and so on, and we write y =
(
A B
BT 1
)
with A =

1 a 0a 1 b
0 b 1

 and BT = (d, 0, c). Since y is of
rank 3, we can assume without loss of generality that det A = 1 − a2 − b2 > 0. Here we use the
fact that for a semi positive definite matrix, the rank is the largest size of principal non-zero sub
determinants. Let U =
(
I3 0
BTA−1 1
)
so that y = U
(
A 0
0 1 − BTA−1B
)
UT and y is of rank 3 if and
only if 1 − BTA−1B = 0, which we will assume from now on. Let y and y′ two matrices in PG
which we write
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y =
(
A1 B1
BT1 c1
)
, y′ =
(
A′1 B ′1
(B ′1)T c′1
)
.
where, of course, A1 and A′1 are symmetric of order 3. We then show the following statement:
Y = y + y′ with y and y′ in PG if and only if the following five conditions are satisfied.
1. A = A1 + A′1;
2. A1 and A′1 are positive semidefinite;
3. c1 = BTA−1A1A−1B, c1 + c′1 = 1;
4. B1 = A1A−1B,B ′1 = A′1A−1B;
5. B1 = (d1, 0, c1) for some real d1 and c1.
Let us first show that these conditions are necessary. We writeU−1Y (U−1)T = U−1y(U−1)T +
U−1y′(U−1)T, which we write again as[
A 0
0 0
]
=
[
A1 B1 − A1A−1B
BT1 − BTA−1A1 c1 − BTA−1B1 − BT1 A−1B + BTA−1A1A−1B
]
+
[
A′1 B ′1 − A1A−1B ′
(B ′1)T − BTA−1A′1 c′1 − BTA−1B ′1 − (B ′1)TA−1B + BTA−1A1A−1B
]
. (4.6)
It is straightforward to verify that conditions 1–4 are verified and condition 5 comes from the fact
that y ∈ ZSG.
Let us now show that these conditions are sufficient. Conditions 1 and 4 imply B = B1 + B ′1.
From condition 3, we have that c′1 = 1 − c1 and therefore y + y′ = y. Condition 5 implies that y
and y′ are in ZSG. From conditions 3 and 4 and (4.6), it follows that U−1y(U−1)T =
[
A1 0
0 0
]
and
U−1y′(U−1)T =
[
A′1 0
0 0
]
. Condition 2 then implies that y and y′ are positive semidefinite. The five
conditions are sufficient.
Having established the equivalence between the five conditions above and the fact that Y =
y + y′, we will now show that we can find y and y′ not proportional and satisfying conditions
1–5. This will show that Y does not generate an extremal ray of P 1G. Finding such y and y′ is
equivalent to finding A1 and A′1 which satisfy conditions 1, 2 and 5. We write
A1 =

 x1 a1a 0a1a x2 b1b
0 b1b x3

 , A′1 =

 x′1 a′1a 0a′1a x′2 b′1b
0 b′1b x′3

 .
Condition 1 is satisfied if and only if xi + x′i = a1 + a′1 = b1 + b′1 = 1. Since
A−1 = 1
1 − a2 − b2

1 − b2 −a ab−a 1 −b
ab −b 1 − a2


the entries (2, 1) and (2, 3) of A1A−1 are respectively
1
1 − a2 − b2 (a1a(1 − b
2) − x2a + ab2b1), 11 − a2 − b2 (b1b(1 − a
2) − x2b + ba2a1).
Therefore condition 5 is satisfied if and only if
(a1a(1 − b2) − x2a + ab2b1)d + (b1b(1 − a2) − x2b + ba2a1)c = 0. (4.7)
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Finally condition 2 is satisfied if and only if the following inequalities hold:
xi  0, x1x2 − a2a21  0, x2x3 − b2b21  0, x1x2x3 − x3a2a21 − x1b2b21  0,
x′
i
 0, x′1x′2 − a2(a′1)2  0, x′2x′3 − b2(b′1)2  0, x′1x′2x′3 − x′3a2(a′1)2 − x′1b2(b′1)2  0.
(4.8)
To see that (4.7) and (4.8) have a solution such that A1 and A′1 are not proportional, we note
that xi = a1 = b1 = 1/2, i = 1, 2, 3 satisfy the inequalities (4.8) strictly. This comes from the
fact that 1 − a2 − b2 > 0, which implies that 1 − a2 > 0 and 1 − b2 > 0. Therefore, the set
 of (x1, x2, x3, a1, b1) satisfying (4.8) has a non-empty interior since it contains the point
x1 = x2 = x3 = a1 = b1 = 1/2. We then intersect  with the hyperplane (4.7) that contains
the point x1 = x2 = x3 = a1 = b1 = 1/2. We have thus obtained a space of dimension 4 with
non-empty interior, defined by (4.7) which therefore contains points other than those of the line
x1 = x2 = x3 = a1 = b1. This completes Step 3.
Step 4: We will now show that the only extremal rays of PG are those generated by the matrices
of rank 1 and the matrices y(, α, α′, α, α′) as given in Steps 1 and 2. We will do so by considering
all possible ranks of the matrices in PG.
If y is of rank 4, it clearly belongs to the interior of PG and cannot generate an extremal
ray.
If y is of rank 3, let us first assume that the diagonal elements (x1, x2, x3, x4) are all dif-
ferent from 0. Then for  = diag(xi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4)Y = y(;α, β, γ, δ) = − 12 y− 12 is in P 1G.
Step 3 above shows that Y cannot generate an extremal ray and therefore the same is true
of y. Let us now assume that one of the diagonal elements, say x4 is equal to 0. Then for
 = diag(x1, x2, x3, 1), Y = −
1
2 y−
1
2 =


1 a 0 d
a 1 b 0
0 b 1 c
d 0 c 0

 and the conditions that principal minors
have to be greater than or equal to 0 immediately imply that d = c = 0. This shows that actually
y ∈ PA3 where A3 is the graph with the three vertices {1, 2, 3} and edges {(1, 2), (2, 3)}. This
graph is decomposable and from §3 above, we know that y is the sum of at most 3 matrices of
rank 1 and it therefore cannot generate an extremal ray.
If y is of rank 2, and at least one of the diagonal elements is equal to 0, following an
argument similar to the one just given, it is immediate to see that y cannot generate an ex-
tremal ray. If none of the diagonal elements is equal to 0, then for  = diag(x1, x2, x3, x4) we
have Y = y(;α, β, γ, δ) = − 12 y− 12 is in P 1G. Let us show that the only matrices of rank
2 in P 1G generating an extremal ray are of the form given in Step 2. Indeed, if y is of rank
2, the principal minors of order 3 are equal to 0, which implies α + β = β + γ = γ + δ =
δ + α = 1 and therefore β = δ = α′ and γ = α. The determinant of y is also equal to 0 and
therefore α′γ ′ + β ′δ′ − 1 − 2abcd√αβγ δ = 0, which yields (α − abcdα′)2 = 1. For
α = 0 or α = 1 it is easy to see that y(;α, α′, α, α′) is the sum of two matrices of rank
1. Therefore 0 < α < 1 and (α − abcdα′)2 = 1 is only possible if abcd = −1, which
proves that the matrices of Step 2 are the only matrices of rank 2 generating an extremal
ray. 
5. The dual of PG when G is the four-cycle
In this section we describe P ∗G and its closure for the four cycle. This description uses the
knowledge of the extreme rays of PG obtained in Theorem 4.1. An important consequence of the
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characterization of P ∗G is that P ∗G is neither equal to RG nor to QG. One can conjecture that this
is the general case for any non-decomposable graph.
Let us first recall the following result. Fielder [4] has proved that if α, β, γ, δ are in [0, 1] then
α + β + γ + δ  2(1 + abcd
√
αβγ δ +√α′β ′γ ′δ′). (5.1)
is a necessary and sufficient condition for x(;α, β, γ, δ) to be in R1G. This result is rediscovered
by Barrett et al. [1].
Theorem 5.1. The matrices of P ∗G with at least one diagonal entry equal to 0 are also in RG. The
elements of ISG of the form
x = x(;α, β, γ, δ) =


1 a
√
α d
√
δ
a
√
α 1 b
√
β
b
√
β 1 c
√
γ
d
√
δ c
√
γ 1

 (5.2)
belong to P ∗G if and only if α, β, γ, δ ∈ [0, 1] and
2|√αγ −√βδ|  4 − (α + β + γ + δ). (5.3)
All the elements of P ∗G are obtained from x(;α, β, γ, δ) such that α, β, γ, δ ∈ [0, 1) and
2|√αγ −√βδ| < 4 − (α + β + γ + δ) (5.4)
as the matrices of the form  12 x(;α, β, γ, δ) 12 where  = diag(x1, x2, x3, x4) with xi > 0 for
i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Finally the two inclusions RG ⊂ P ∗G ⊂ QG are strict.
Proof. Consider x ∈ P ∗G with diagonal entries (x1, . . . , x4) as in (4.1). Let us show that if one of
the xi’s is equal to 0, then x ∈ RG. It is clear in the cases where x2 = x4 = 0 or x1 = x3 = 0 that
a = b = c = d = 0. If x3 = x4 = 0 we have b = c = d = 0 and since x1x2  a2 it follows that
x ∈ RG. If we only have x4 = 0, then c = d = 0 and it is clear also that x ∈ RG.
Now consider x ∈ ISG, then x ∈ P ∗G if and only if tr(xy)  0 for all y on an extremal ray of
PG. If y is of rank 1, we know that it has one of four possible forms. If
y =


a21 a1a2 0 0
a2a1 a
2
2 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 ,
then 0  tr(xy) = a21x1 + 2a1a2x12 + a22x2 for any (a1, a2) implies that
[
x1 x12
x12 x2
]
is semi
positive definite. Therefore, for x as in (5.2) we must have 0  α  1 and by symmetry, we must
also have β, γ, δ ∈ [0, 1].
Let us add the condition that tr(xy)  0 for all y is on an extremal ray of PG of rank 2. We use
Theorem 4.1. Then
x = x(;α, β, γ, δ) =


1 a d
a 1 b
b 1 c
d c 1

 ,
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with a, b, c, d ∈ [−1, 1] will be in P ∗G if and only if tr(xy)  0 for all y = y(; ρ, ρ′, ρ, ρ′) such
that 0  ρ  1 and abcd = −1. We will show that this is equivalent to (5.3) (with α = a2,
etc). To do so, we will need the following lemma which we leave to the reader to prove.
Lemma 5.1. The set
D = {(A,B) ∈ R2;A√ρ + B√ρ′  1 ∀ρ ∈ [0, 1], ρ′ = 1 − ρ}
is equal to
{(A,B) ∈ R2;A  1, B  0} ∪ {(A,B) ∈ R2;A2 + B2  1} ∪ {(A,B) ∈ R2;A  0, B  1}.
Now since
0  tr(xy(; ρ, ρ′, ρ, ρ′)) = 4 + (2aa + 2cc)√ρ + (2bb + 2dd)
√
ρ′,
then 0  tr(xy) for all ρ ∈ [0, 1] is equivalent to
(
− 12 (aa + cc),− 12 (bb + dd)
)
∈ D still
with abcd = −1. Let us develop the left hand side. We get
2acac + 2bdd  4 − (a2 + b2 + c2 + d2) (5.5)
for all abcd = −1. Since, in general,
A  B and − A  B ⇔ |A|  B,
we see that (5.5) for all abcd = −1 is equivalent to (5.3). To pass from the description of P ∗G
by (5.3) to the description of its interior by (5.4) is easy.
To see that RG /= P ∗G we consider x = x(1, 1, 1, 1; 1/4, 15/16, 3/4, 15/16). Such an x fulfills
(5.4) and not (5.1). To see that P ∗G /= QG we consider x = x(1, 1, 1, 1;α, α, α, 1/4) with α close
enough to 1. If this x was in P ∗G we would have from (5.4)
3α + 1
4
< 4 − 2
∣∣∣∣α − 12√α
∣∣∣∣
or for α  1/4 we would have 5α − √α < 15/4, which is not true for α close to 1. 
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